
Routines Disrupted 

When I was growing up, my family had a routine where every Friday we celebrated the start of the weekend 
by climbing into the car, picking up a pizza, and going to the drive-in to see a movie or two (remember those 
double features!). 
 
No two Fridays were exactly the same (ex: where to get the pizza, what toppings to order, not to mention 
what to watch), yet there was also comfort knowing no two Fridays were ever that different.    
 

 
 
Evolutionary changes. 
 
Of course, routines change over time. Kids grow up, go off to college, and start families of their own. Drive-ins 
became megaplexes. Weekly phone calls became weekly video chats. Spending all day together wrapping gifts 
and decorating became “Let’s spend the holidays this year with your family and next year with mine.” Etc.  
 

 
 
Routines disrupted. 
 
Part of what made this past year so overwhelming was the speed and complexity of changes the pandemic 
brought to our basic routines. Be it at the individual, family, or community level, almost every routine was 
impacted in some way.  
What happens next? 
 
Looking forward, I’m wondering which of these new routines brought on by the pandemic are likely to 
continue and which ones, hopefully, are going to be reversed. For example: 
 

• Will working remotely continue to be encouraged and if so, how much less office space will companies 
need? 

Forbes - Companies Are Shedding Their Real Estate Footprint in Droves  
 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/danpontefract/2021/01/19/companies-are-shedding-their-real-estate-footprint-in-droves/?sh=6e9ec3be1344


• In February 2020 women in the U.S. hit a milestone when, for the first time in history, there were more
women than men on company payrolls. One year later, the percentage of women in the workforce is at
a 33-year low. What will it take to change this trend?

NY Times - America's Mothers Are in Crisis 

• With an ever-increasing percentage of the population now vaccinated, how soon will people return to
their previous entertainment routines such as of going out to movies/restaurants or taking a
flight/cruise/ vacation?

Bloomberg - Cruise Ship Fanatics Eagerly Volunteer to Test Covid Protocols 

• Historically, smaller towns were losing jobs and people to larger cities. Will the ability to work and/or
learn from anywhere reverse this trend?

The Atlantic - Superstar Cities Are in Trouble 

• The average consumer is still shopping but what they are buying has changed drastically over the past
year. Formal suits are out while casual clothes are in. Going to the movies is out while binge watching
the latest series is in. Will today’s retail winners remain tomorrow’s winners as well?

Chain Store Age - Top 10 Global Consumer Trends in 2021 

Although the routine of meeting in person has been temporarily disrupted, I’m still available via email, phone, 
or video chats.  

If you found value in this week’s edition, please share with others. 
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